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Precise genome modification via homologous recombination, or gene 
targeting (GT), allows crop genomes to be tailored to any application or 
environment. While GT’s potential is immense, it tends to be inefficient and 
technically challenging in plants.  These problems are compounded by the slow 
and low-throughput nature of plant transformation, drastically hindering 
optimization. More insidiously, these issues result in dependence upon proxies 
and reporter readouts for estimating GT frequencies that vary between groups 
and delivery platform making it difficult to compare experimental outcomes.   
To enable widespread optimization of plant GT, a universal platform for 
directly measuring genome editing outcomes at the molecular level that 
accommodates plant-specific technical constraints is urgently needed.  Here I 
develop such a platform, an amplicon-based analysis pipeline using Oxford 
Nanopore Sequencing (ONS).  ONS has several valuable qualities for a plant GT 
optimization pipeline, namely its accessibility, speed, and read length, making it 
feasible for even the smallest labs to perform on-demand sequencing with their 
own equipment.  These strengths are accompanied by a major shortcoming – 
sequencing error. I mitigate this problem using several approaches in a novel 
bioinformatics pipeline to minimize the effect of ONS error on estimates of 
targeted mutagenesis and virtually eliminating its effect on estimates of GT 
frequencies.   
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Using this pipeline, I observed a significant impact of both geminiviral 
replicons (GVRs) and donor sequence divergence on gene targeting frequencies.  
Additionally, I was able to observe the conversion tracts of hundreds of gene 
targeting events, revealing their deposition by multiple DNA repair pathways and 
the prevalence of extremely short tracts, which will inform future optimization 
efforts.  This work establishes a universal pipeline for quantifying plant gene 
targeting events, facilitating future optimization and communication of results 
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Overcoming bottlenecks in plant gene editing 
 
Paul A.P. Atkins and Daniel F. Voytas 
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Agriculture has reached a technological inflection point. The development 
of novel gene editing tools and methods for their delivery to plant cells promises 
to increase genome malleability and transform plant biology. Whereas gene 
editing is capable of making a myriad of DNA sequence modifications, its 
widespread adoption has been hindered by a number of factors, particularly 
inefficiencies in creating precise DNA sequence modifications and ineffective 
methods for delivering gene editing reagents to plant cells. Here, we briefly 
overview the principles of plant genome editing and highlight a subset of the 





Gene editing has been made possible by the advent of efficient 
programmable DNA binding domains, giving researchers the ability to deliver 
DNA-modifying proteins to any DNA sequence of interest in complex genomes 
(Chandrasegaran and Carroll 2016). Traditionally, most genome editing 
approaches require a targeted DNA double-strand break (DSB) at the DNA 
sequence to be edited (Chandrasegaran and Carroll 2016). Prior to Cas9, 
protein-based DNA binding domains (e.g. zinc finger or TALEs) were fused to a 
nuclease domain to create sequence-specific nucleases (SSNs) capable of 
making targeted DSBs (Chandrasegaran and Carroll 2016). Cas9 possesses 
innate nuclease activity, and its DNA binding is directed by RNA-DNA base-
pairing, greatly simplifying the process of generating a novel SSN (Figure 1-1A) 
(Gasiunas et al. 2012; Jinek et al. 2012; Cho et al. 2013; Mali et al. 2013). 
Additionally, Cas9 can be converted to a nickase or simply a DNA-binding 
domain by inactivation of one or both of its nuclease domains, respectively 
(Gasiunas et al. 2012; Jinek et al. 2012; Cong et al. 2013). 
Targeted Mutagenesis 
Targeting of a DSB or SSB (single-strand break) recruits DNA repair 
machinery that is capable of generating a spectrum of DNA-sequence 
modifications, each with distinct applications (Figure 1-1) (Chandrasegaran and 
Carroll 2016; Schmidt, Pacher, and Puchta 2019a). Perhaps the simplest 
mutagenic DNA repair outcome is targeted mutagenesis, or the creation of single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or small indels (insertions and/or deletions) at 
a particular sequence. Indels often create frameshifts, rendering the gene 
product non-functional and potentially targeting it for silencing through nonsense-
mediated decay. These inactivating mutations typically result from either non-
homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or microhomology-mediated end-joining 
(MMEJ). NHEJ frequently results in perfect repair by rejoining blunt ends 
(normally undetectable), but occasionally bases are removed (or more rarely 
added) prior to ligation, and small indels are created (Figure 1-1B). Recent work 
indicates that MMEJ is responsible for many indels formed after a nuclease-
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induced DSB (Kregten et al. 2016; Zelensky et al. 2017; Mara et al. 2019). In one 
form of MMEJ, broken DNA ends are resected a short distance allowing free 
ssDNA to anneal after which Pol Theta (TEBICHI in Arabidopsis) fills in the 
remaining single-stranded region (Figure 1-1C illustrates one of many possible 
MMEJ outcomes) (Inagaki et al. 2006). The presence of microhomology at many 
deletions suggests that MMEJ is a predominant mutagenic repair pathway in 
both genome editing and genome evolution (Schendel et al. 2015). 
While NHEJ and MMEJ are typically thought of as imprecise and 
mutagenic, they may be utilized to create precise DNA insertions with little or no 
homology (Maresca et al. 2013; K. Suzuki et al. 2016; Orlando et al. 2010; 
Nakade et al. 2014). In this approach, linear DNA fragments are inserted into 
DSB sites. This has most recently been practiced in plants as Intron Targeting 
(Figure 1-1D) (J. Li et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2019). This approach replaces exons by 
targeting nucleases to adjacent introns for excision and replacement by a co-
delivered fragment. Alternatively, Intron Targeting can be used to insert a splice 
acceptor and the remainder of the coding sequence into an intron using a single 
nuclease. Introns targeted in this fashion may be flanked by indels, but since the 
cut sites are within introns, such mutations can be accommodated. That said, 
recent analysis of large targeted deletions and inversions in Arabidopsis suggest 
this may not be necessary due to the high frequency of perfect DSB repair 
(Schmidt, Pacher, and Puchta 2019b). 
Targeting indels using nucleases has many applications beyond simple 
gene inactivation. In tomato, mutagenesis of promoters controlling key agronomic 
traits yielded novel alleles and meaningfully altered quantitative traits (Rodríguez-
Leal et al. 2017). Additionally, multiplexed targeted mutagenesis has been used 
to explore de novo domestication in tomato and ground cherry (Zsögön et al. 
2017; Lemmon et al. 2018; T. Li et al. 2018; Zsögön et al. 2018). Large deletions 
and inversions have been created by targeting multiple DSBs to distant sites, (Qi 
et al. 2013; T. Čermák et al. 2017; Ordon et al. 2017; C. Zhang et al. 2017; Durr 
et al. 2018; R. Wu et al. 2018) and nucleases with numerous redundant targets 
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have been used to reduce the number of genes in a large family, such as the α‐
gliadins to create low-gluten, non-transgenic wheat (Sánchez‐León et al. 2018). 
Use of tissue-specific promoters to express nucleases can be used to inactive 
genes in somatic cells in a tissue-specific manner, facilitating the analysis of 
gene function without the need to create a heritable event (Decaestecker et al. 
2019). 
Gene Targeting 
Precise, homology-dependent modifications are typically referred to as 
gene targeting (Paszkowski et al. 1988). Gene targeting utilizes donor DNA - a 
sequence of DNA encoding desired genome alterations and dozens to hundreds 
of homologous flanking nucleotides - to create site-specific modifications to a 
DNA sequence. After DSB, resection reveals ssDNA homologous to the donor 
molecule. Homology-seeking proteins are loaded onto this ssDNA that bind and 
copy similar DNA sequences, resulting in the incorporation of the supplied donor 
DNA sequence into the genome. The delivery of a donor template paired with an 
SSN can result in that information being perfectly copied into the genome at a 
precise location (Figure 1-1E) (Lisby and Rothstein 2015). In plants, two 
homologous recombination (HR) sub-pathways (synthesis-dependent strand 
annealing and HR utilizing a Holliday junction intermediate) appear responsible 
for gene targeting (Holger Puchta 1998). This has implications for donor design, 
which has been thoroughly discussed elsewhere (Huang 2019). Studies outside 
of plants have indicated that HR is primarily used to incorporate information from 
double-stranded donors (Kan et al. 2014). Information from single-stranded 
donors (or the ssDNA itself in some cases) is likely incorporated by other 
pathways such as single-strand assimilation (SSA), often at much greater 
efficiency (Kan and Hendrickson 2019). 
The greatest strength of HR-based approaches is the ability to incorporate 
any novel DNA sequence into the genome. However, HR occurs infrequently in 
somatic plant cells and NHEJ and MMEJ typically predominate. Most published 
approaches typically still require phenotypic markers to recover gene targeting 
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events due to low efficiencies and high variability of outcomes (Huang 2019). For 
example, many published gene targeting experiments involved creating herbicide 
tolerance, because it is possible to easily select herbicide tolerant cells that have 
undergone HR (Ayar et al. 2013; Schiml, Fauser, and Puchta 2014; Endo, 
Mikami, and Toki 2016; Kumar et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2016). 
Multiple strategies have been pursued to increase gene targeting 
frequencies in plants. In several dicots (Nicotiana benthamiana, tomato and 
potato) and rice, ‘replicons’ consisting of replication elements from Bean Yellow 
Dwarf Virus (BeYDV) or Wheat Dwarf Virus (WDV), respectively, have been used 
to increase GT frequencies and create whole, modified plants (Baltes et al. 2014; 
Tomáš Čermák et al. 2015; Butler et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017). Replicons are 
an abundant source of donor DNA and nuclease within the cell. They also induce 
S-phase, which is conducive to HR repair, yielding higher gene targeting 
frequencies (Baltes et al. 2014). In some studies however, replicons increased 
gene targeting frequencies, but the modified cells did not give rise to whole, 
modified plants (Gil‐Humanes et al. 2017). It is possible that replicons 
compromise cell division in some species or under certain growth conditions. 
That is, cells containing functional replicons undergo gene targeting at a high 
frequency but are unable to propagate. This may be overcome in the future by 
using alternative, attenuated, or transient replicons. Additionally, it is important to 
employ the correct experimental strategy when using replicons. The relative 
position of transcriptional units on a replicon vector are sensitive to the position of 
the viral elements; replicons have bi-directional promoters resulting in some 
published replicons likely repressing the expression of the neighboring gRNA via 
the formation of dsRNA (Hahn et al. 2018). 
Further success at enhancing gene targeting has been made using the in 
planta targeting approach, in which the donor is excised from the genome by the 
same nuclease that cuts the target (Ayar et al. 2013; Schiml, Fauser, and Puchta 
2014; Kumar et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2016; Fauser et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2016). 
The nuclease and donor are typically delivered to cells on the same construct, 
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and gene editing can occur at any point after transformation. Increases in 
efficiency likely result because the released donor DNA can move throughout the 
nucleus to better repair the cleaved target site.  
Whereas the strength of homology-directed repair is its precision, other 
tools can be used to create precise genome modifications. Most prominent 
among these are base editors, such as cytosine and adenosine deaminases 
(Komor et al. 2016; Gaudelli et al. 2017; Kang et al. 2018; C. Li et al. 2018; Zong 
et al. 2018). Targeted base deamination creates SNPs in a small window, 
allowing for the semi-random diversification of a target sequence to modify 
promoter elements, splice sites, and start codons. Much work is being done to 
increase the precision of base editors, however for applications in plants, there 
may be value in introducing random mutations in a short window. 
Recovery of edited plants 
Genome editing reagents are typically delivered to plant cells by one of 
two means: bacteria capable of directly delivering DNA to plants (such as 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens,) or biolistic bombardment of gold particles (Sanford 
1990; Lacroix and Citovsky 2019). Susceptibility of cells to Agrobacterium is a 
complex trait, resulting in highly-variable delivery efficiencies between ecotypes 
and species (Lacroix and Citovsky 2019). The second approach, biolistic 
bombardment, makes it possible to delivery anything that can be bound to gold 
particles (usually DNA, RNA, protein, or some combination thereof); however, 
delivery is often inefficient. Both Agrobacterium and particle bombardment are 
typically used to deliver reagents to somatic leaves or cotyledons (albeit with 
some notable exceptions including ‘floral dipping’ of Arabidopsis). While both of 
these approaches are adequate for transient assays (genome editing or 
otherwise), near-exclusive delivery to non-germinal tissues results in additional 
steps being needed to generate whole, germinally-modified plants from the 
somatic tissue (Altpeter et al. 2016). 
Plants distinguish themselves from most complex eukaryotes in the 
totipotency of their tissues (Vasil and Vasil 1972). This has long allowed 
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researchers to convert sectors of somatic tissue into whole plants. This somatic-
germinal conversion (or regeneration) is the foundation of most plant 
transformation approaches: transgenes are delivered to isolated somatic tissue 
(be it protoplasts, immature embryos, leaves) followed by selection for the 
transgene and regeneration of the modified tissue into a whole, transgenic plant 
(Figure 1-2A shows traditional Agrobacterium-mediated maize transformation as 
an example) (Cody, Graham, and Birchler 2017). Despite many of these 
protocols being developed over decades, the process is far from routine in most 
laboratories. Further, success is often genotype dependent, and the regenerated 
plants can have changes to their genome and epigenome (Phillips, Kaeppler, 
and Olhoft 1994; Kaeppler, Kaeppler, and Rhee 2000). 
An emerging alternative to traditional regeneration techniques is somatic 
reprogramming, in which rather than inducing roots and shoots from callus, cell 
fate is modified by expressing morphogenic regulators (Figure 1-2B) (Lowe et al. 
2016; Mookkan et al. 2017; Lowe et al. 2018). Somatic embryogenesis, or the 
generation of embryos from somatic tissue, has been performed by the 
expression of two developmental genes, BABYBOOM (BBM) and WUSCHEL 
(WUS); a developmental factor long associated with somatic-embryogenesis and 
a well-studied meristem maintenance transcription factor, respectively (Lowe et 
al. 2016; Mookkan et al. 2017; Lowe et al. 2018).  Since being initially performed 
and published in maize, the use of BBM and WUS for somatic embryogenesis 
has gone through several phases of development and has been shown to be 
extremely efficient and widely-applicable in the hands of its developers. 
Another approach utilizing the delivery of morphogenic or developmental 
regulators induces meristem formation (Figure 1-2C) (Maher et al. 2020). For 
example, when WUS and a cytokinin biosynthesis gene are co-delivered with 
gene editing reagents to dicots, new meristems are created. Some of the 
meristems have gene edits, allowing for both tissue culture-free and transgene-
free gene editing. The advantages of morphogen-based approaches over 
conventional regeneration techniques are numerous, most notably the speed 
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(fewer treatments/media changes), number of plants recovered, reduction in 
somaclonal variation, and broad applicability. Another advantage is that the 
formation of embryos or meristems itself serves as a transformation marker – 
making escapes virtually impossible and thereby significantly reducing the effort 
required during the screening process. It is clear that these types of approaches 
that minimize or eliminate tissue culture are needed to open the current 
bottleneck in plant gene editing. Development, dissemination and adaptation of 
such protocols should be a high priority for the gene editing community. 
Conclusions 
The advent of genome editing is revolutionizing the life sciences and 
greatly advancing basic and applied plant biology. However, bottlenecks need to 
be overcome before the full potential of this technology is realized in plants. The 
development of improved gene targeting strategies, replicons, base editors and 
targeted non-homologous insertions all show great promise for eliminating the 
bottleneck for making precise gene edits. The use of developmental regulators 
promises to greatly increase the pace at which modified plants may be created, 
perhaps obviating the need for tissue culture in the near future. Together, these 
advances and others will ensure the real potential of gene editing in plant biology 
is fully realized.  
Acknowledgements 







Figure 1-1 DNA damage-mediated genome editing is facilitated by a variety 
of repair outcomes. (A) Cas9 binds and creates a DSB at a genomic target site. 
(B) Free DNA blunt ends are bound by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) 
machinery. These ends are then rejoined, typically in an error-free manner or in 
some cases joined to another DNA fragment bound by NHEJ-machinery. (C) In 
microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ), end-processing machinery resects 
5’ ends a short distance exposing 3’ ends that anneal with minimal homology 
(red region). Error-prone polymerase and DNA processing enzymes complete 
the repair, frequently resulting in small insertions and deletions. (D) Linear DNA 
fragments may be inserted into DSB sites, allowing for targeted insertions without 
homology. (E) Homologous recombination edits are initiated by 5’ resection 
followed by a homology search with the free 3’ end. Upon binding to a 
homologous sequence, the 3’ end is extended, copying the donor template (red 
dashed line). Secondary-strand capture results in the formation of a double 
Holliday junction (dHJ) which is then resolved. Alternatively if the synthesis-
dependent strand annealing (SDSA) pathway is utilized, the invading strand 
dissociates from the donor template and incorporates into the target site. dHJ 
and SDSA products differ in that dHJ can copy donor information in both 















Figure 1-2 Timeline comparison of emerging and traditional transformation 
techniques. Time required to generate starting plant material and seed-setting 
after generation of new material not included to highlight differences in time to 
recover modified plants. (A) Traditional Agrobacterium-mediated maize embryo 
transformation. Maize embryos are extracted and incubated with agrobacterium. 
Multiple stages of selection are used to identify transgenic callus. Selected callus 
are transferred to shoot induction media follow by root induction media. After 
sufficient root growth, plants are transferred to soil. (B) Maize transformation 
using emerging morphogenic tools. Maize Leaves are cut and co-cultured with 
Agrobacterium for 3 days. Morphogens induce the formation of embryos that 
develop over 7-8 weeks after which they are transferred to soil. (C) Nicotiana 
benthamiana transformation via morphogenic regulator agroinjection. Plants are 
‘beheaded’ to remove apical dominance and the stem is agroinjected. New 
growths that appear after 3-5 weeks are strong candidates for having been 









Methods for Analysis of Somatic Plant Gene Targeting Events 
 
Paul A.P. Atkins, Xu Tang, Redeat Tibebu, and Daniel F. Voytas. 
 
Preface 
Numerous assays have been used to measure gene targeting frequencies 
in plants, including molecular and phenotypic readouts from genomic, synthetic, 
integrated, and episomal targets. This wide variety in assays has resulted in 
studies producing relative results that are difficult to translate between platforms, 
even within a plant species. A priority of the plant genome editing community 
must be the standardization of assays to allow for cross-platform comparisons 
and to enable largescale optimization. Here we evaluate methods for analyzing 
gene targeting outcomes in search of a high-throughput, scalable and 






Optimization of plant gene targeting has progressed slowly compared to 
other biological systems (Huang and Puchta 2019; Altpeter et al. 2016). Whole-
plant transformation methods are restricted to low per-cell approaches (biolistics) 
or low copy number approaches (Agrobacterium), and regeneration is technically 
challenging for all but the most specialized laboratories. While biolistics and 
Agrobacterium are limited, one or both delivery methods are routine for research 
groups engineering plant genomes. This, combined with the ease of creating 
CRISPR-based genome editing reagents, has resulted in the delivery of gene 
targeting reagents to somatic plant tissue a relatively straightforward task for 
those in the field (T. Čermák et al. 2017; Harwood, Volpi e Silva, and Patron 
2017; Hahn et al. 2019). Today, what is lacking is a high-throughput platform for 
analyzing gene targeting events in somatic cells to facilitate optimization and 
mechanistic dissection. Here we examine current methods for studying plant 
gene targeting and their potential as in a high-throughput, broadly applicable 
platform. 
Key Properties of a Gene Targeting Analysis Platform 
A high-throughput and robust platform for assessing plant gene targeting 
is needed. In plants, dozens or hundreds of somatic assays (e.g. delivery to leaf 
tissue) can be performed in 2-5 days. This is vastly faster than ‘whole plant’ 
approaches in which a germinally-modified plant is produced, requiring multiple 
generations and technical proficiency (Altpeter et al. 2016; Simmons, 
VanderGheynst, and Upadhyaya 2009; H.-Y. Wu et al. 2014). Somatic cell 
experiments may favor approaches that do not function in germinal/regenerating 
tissue, but the enormous throughput can be harnessed to reduce treatments 
tested in a ‘whole plant’ system. An ideal somatic assay produces data that is 
readily quantifiable and has a linear dynamic range to capable of capturing low-
frequency events. This can be accomplished by counting individual cell-
autonomous events (e.g. localized fluorescent protein, sequencing of target site) 
or non-cell autonomous events, such as measuring the production of a gene 
targeting-dependent product (e.g. quantitative measurements of enzyme activity 
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such as β-glucoronidase (GUS) from leaf punches). In either case, the readout 
may be the direct consequence (tagging endogenous gene with GFP or 
sequencing a modified DNA sequence) or indirect consequence (modification of 
regulatory sequence that results in GFP expression) of gene targeting. Existing 
tools for detecting gene targeting can be categorized into phenotypic and 
molecular methods. 
Phenotypic Reporters: Cell, Tissue, and Developmental Phenotypes 
Phenotypic methods rely on the editing event to create a readily-
detectable change in the plant, such as the precise insertion of a GFP cassette 
into a highly expressed gene or the modification of an herbicide tolerance gene 
(e.g. acetolactate synthase, ALS and plant polyphenol oxidases, PPO) to create 
a resistance phenotype (Beetham et al. 1999; Hanin et al. 2001; Shaked, 
Melamed-Bessudo, and Levy 2005). Phenotypic methods can be divided into 
those that confer cell-autonomous phenotypes, tissue level phenotypes, or 
whole-plant phenotypes, each of which requires distinct experimental 
approaches. A cell-autonomous reporter, or a reporter that can be detected in an 
individual cell following the gene targeting event, can be assayed in any tissue 
regardless of the mutation’s presence during development. These reporters are 
often visual, e.g. fluorescent (GFP), bioluminescent (luciferase), or enzymatic 
(GUS). A tissue level phenotype is one that can be readily detected after delivery 
of reagents, but the measurement cannot be directly tied to an individual cell that 
underwent gene targeting; e.g. the measurement of a metabolic product in a cell 
lysate. Differences between cell autonomous and tissue level phenotypes is often 
the detection method rather than the gene product itself (GUS measurements 
with microscopy of intact tissue compared to a plate reader and lysate). A whole-
plant phenotype requires the modification to be present during development 
and/or be highly prevalent (far above expected gene targeting frequencies) to 
detect a phenotype, which include herbicide tolerance and developmental 
alterations (e.g. plant architecture, leaf shape, trichome formation). This 
requirement is often incompatible with transient delivery methods and may 
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require the regeneration of uniformly modified tissues, making it drastically lower 
throughput. 
Phenotypic Reporters: Minimizing Type I Error 
A phenotypic gene targeting reporter must not be prone to spurious 
activation; the false positive rate must be extremely low due to the expected low 
frequency of plant gene targeting in some systems (below 0.1%). This imposes 
restrictions on donor design whenever the reporter’s full coding sequence is 
contained within the donor -- the donor should not contain promoter elements, 
start codons, or translation initiation sites that may result in a functional gene 
product. Targeting of exons beyond the first reduces the likelihood of including 
minimal or cryptic promoter elements into the donor arm (e.g. 5’ donor arm 
positioned to contain an intron rather than promoter sequence), with 3’ 
translational tagging perhaps being the most conservative approach. Targeting of 
interior exons is not ideal due to the possibility of single-sided gene targeting 
events (synthesis-dependent strand annealing [SDSA] insertion) in which either 
the 5’ junction contains mutations shifting the reporter out of frame or where the 
3’ junction contains a mutation that shifts downstream exons out-of-frame. Both 
cases may trigger nonsense-mediated decay of the transcript. Single-sided 
SDSA events can be accommodated by targeting an entire synthetic exon into an 
intron or by including a terminator sequence at the 3’ of the reporter sequence, or 
a combination of both. The use of a synthetic exon requires several genomic 
context-dependent controls to ensure its function and the frequency of 
background, and inclusion of a terminator increases the size of the targeted 
insertion. Together, these conditions result in a bias towards targeting high-
expression, multi-exon genes with low tissue-specific expression and requires 
delivery of whole reporter gene sequences. 
Phenotypic Reporters: Targeting Restrictions 
Phenotypic gene targeting reporters further restrict target sites by 
requiring a dominant phenotype. Target include herbicide resistance genes (e.g. 
ALS and PPO), non-functional endogenous genes (of previously mutated by 
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genome editing, e.g. restoring trichomes), pigment genes (e.g. overexpression of 
anthocyanin), and highly expressed loci (e.g. GFP-CRUCIFERIN or GFP-ACTIN 
translational fusion) (Paszkowski et al. 1988; Beetham et al. 1999; Hanin et al. 
2001; Shaked, Melamed-Bessudo, and Levy 2005; Saika et al. 2011; Tomáš 
Čermák et al. 2015; Hahn et al. 2018). A target’s basic gene function must be 
understood and is most likely to be a protein-coding gene.  
An alternative to endogenous targets are integrated reporters: transgenes 
engineered to give a specific outcome when modified by genome editing tools. 
An integrated reporter construct ensures consistent expression, and minimizes 
the modification required for activation (e.g. encodes 90%+ of a reporter protein 
sequence). Most integrated reporters have been selected for a chromatin context 
amenable to high gene expression during transformation/regeneration and 
therefore cannot be used to assess other chromatin contexts unless exceptional 
effort is made to recover non-selected, random integration events (Kim and 
Gelvin 2007).  
A target site may also be co-delivered with the gene targeting reagents, 
typically seen in protoplast-based or biolistic experiments where many copies of 
plasmids can be expected to be delivered to each cell (Endo, Mikami, and Toki 
2016; Terada et al. 2002; Shan et al. 2014). Interpretation of these experiments 
may be confounded by the differences in copy number and chromatin context 
between a delivered DNA fragment and an endogenous target. Use of 
endogenous, pre-integrated or co-delivered phenotypic reporters results in 
biases in target site that makes them undesirable for use in an optimization 
pipeline, which should function at any conceivable target. 
Molecular Detection: A Note on PCR Bias 
Molecular detection methods do not require the expression of a gene 
product but still impact the design of gene targeting reagents. Virtually all high-
throughput molecular approaches require an amplification step: PCR. This 
introduces bias into all downstream analysis (M. T. Suzuki and Giovannoni 1996; 
Polz and Cavanaugh 1998; Acinas et al. 2005; Pinto and Raskin 2012; Eloe-
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Fadrosh et al. 2016; Silverman et al. 2019). Perhaps the most relevant is size 
bias – any amplicon population that includes significant size variation will see the 
smaller products more efficiently amplified and overrepresented in the final 
amplicon pool. This must be considered when designing reagents, as very small 
gene targeting insertions mimicking protein tags or a small functional domain 
would not be expected to significantly impact analysis while large insertions may. 
Large insertions do not necessarily prevent quantification of events but require 
additional controls to determine how input and output ratios differ for those 
products (Kalle, Gulevich, and Rensing 2013). 
Beyond differences in amplification efficiencies due to size, PCR is biased 
by its uneven sampling of any population, even in the case of identical 
amplicons. This uneven sampling is due to random variation that occurs during 
PCR cycling – each individual starting molecule and its descendants are 
stochastically amplified during each cycle and these minute differences 
compound over many cycles, resulting in some sequences being significantly 
overrepresented in the population, or jackpotting. These jackpotting events do 
not prevent analysis (PCR is routinely used for quantification), but they most 
noticeably impact rare or unique events in a population; any small variation in 
amplification efficiency for a unique event can drastically alter its prevalence in 
the population while a well-represented sequence may have identical sequences 
both over and underrepresented. Jackpotting events may be minimized when 
searching for rare events by pooling redundant amplifications - the stochastic 
nature of jackpotting will result in different sequences being favored in each 
amplification and the pool may better represent the starting population, or at least 
sample a greater diversity of events. Additionally, unique molecular identifiers 
(UMIs) can be used to tag each starting template to allow for sequences derived 





 Reliance on PCR requires careful primer placement to minimize false-
positives – any region homologous to sequences within the donor molecule 
should be avoided to prevent priming. Even if a functional amplicon cannot be 
formed from a primer binding site within the donor (e.g. both primers binding the 
Watson strand of the target), this should be avoided due to the creation of linear 
fragments that can recombine via template switching during PCR and create 
amplicons that are indistinguishable from the expected gene targeting event. 
Experimentally determining the probability of template switching events is 
technically challenging, making it better to try to reduce the potential for these 
events and perform a template switching control (Potapov and Ong 2017). A 
donor containing SNPs without a nuclease can be used to detect template 
switching events; SNPs deposited in patterns not consistent with known gene 
targeting mechanisms (e.g. distal SNPs being incorporated preferentially) or 
above expected GT frequencies are putative PCR artifacts. 
Gene Targeting-Specific PCR 
 One common approach for molecularly detecting gene targeting events is 
the gene targeting-specific PCR (Koller and Smithies 1992). In this, one primer is 
targeted to the donor insertion/sequence modification and the second binds 
endogenous sequence outside the homologous region. Ideally, the PCR can only 
produce an amplicon if the gene targeting modification has been incorporated 
into the target site and, due to PCR’s extremely low limit of detection, it may be 
possible to selectively sequence a lone gene targeting event in a population of 
WT sequences. In practice, residual donor molecules contaminating the genomic 
DNA template may confound the result by creating false positives via template 
switching. Template switching occurs when each oligo creates a linear product 
that possess sufficient complimentary sequence to bind in subsequent PCR 
cycles; after 2 cycles of PCR it is possible for multiple copies of a perfect gene 
targeting event to be present in the PCR despite it being absent in the starting 
material. Gene targeting PCR’s propensity for false-positives when the donor is 
present (as is the case in any transient plant system) and its non-quantitative 
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nature (only presence/absence) makes it only useful as a tool for preliminary 
analysis of gene targeting experiments or when the no donor is present (e.g. 
screening regenerated lines). 
PCR Digest 
A simple method for detecting gene targeting is the PCR digest, in which 
the target is PCR amplified and incubated with a restriction enzyme that is 
specific to either the unmodified target or the gene targeting modification. With 
the former, any amplicons cut by the restriction enzyme contain an intact target 
site and the uncut amplicon has been modified by the treatment. With the latter, 
only amplicons derived from the expected gene targeting event are cleaved. A 
combination of both yields both gene targeting and targeted mutagenesis 
frequencies. While this is often viewed as a cursory analysis method, it is only 
limited by the DNA fragment visualization technique used and restriction enzyme 
efficiency. A typical agarose gel will result in a poor limit of detection and 
imprecise quantification, but an Agilent Bioanalyzer is capable of precise 
quantification. Further, use of custom CRISPR-based restriction enzymes in vitro 
means this approach may no longer be limited by the presence of a ‘standard’ 
restriction enzyme site at the target. The only significant limitation of this method 
in the context of an optimization platform is depth – only presence/absence of a 
specific sequence can be detected, precluding any analysis that seeks to 
characterize all outcomes at a target site. 
qPCR and Probe-Based Approaches 
 qPCR and qPCR-derived techniques (probe and dye-based qPCR, digital 
droplet PCR) all require optimized PCR conditions and are restricted to short 
amplicons and therefore incompatible with large donor molecules (Day, Dear, 
and McCaughan 2013). Shortening homology arms to accommodate smaller 
amplicons may facilitate analysis, but large donor arms are the standard in plant 
gene targeting experiments and appear to be required in many contexts. In 
contexts where donor arm length is not an issue (e.g. small oligo donors 
delivered to protoplasts or via biolistics), these approaches are appropriate, but 
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size restrictions prevent their use in a pipeline aspiring to compare all possible 
reagent variants. 
Sanger Sequencing 
 Two distinct Sanger sequencing-based methods are frequently used to 
detect gene targeting events. First is the sequencing of amplicons that have been 
cloned into a vector. This requires PCR amplification of the target site, cloning of 
the amplicon into a vector of choice (often ‘TA’ cloning’), and Sanger sequencing 
of those plasmids. While this is quantitative and can yield a large amount of 
information for each target site, it is extremely low throughput; each read requires 
a transformed colony and generates its own Sanger trace. Scaling this approach 
is possible today, but it is extremely low throughput, expensive, and its 
advantages are largely shared by 3rd generation sequencing. Efforts to enrich the 
amplicon population for gene targeting events (e.g. digestion of WT sequences) 
render the assay non-quantitative and therefore not useful in an optimization 
pipeline. 
TIDE (Tracking Indels by Decomposition), ICE (Inference of CRISPR 
Edits), and EditR (Edit deconvolution by inference of traces in R), are analyses 
performed on Sanger traces collected from a population of cells delivered 
genome editing reagents (Kluesner et al. 2018; Brinkman and van Steensel 
2019). These tools allow for estimates of targeted mutagenesis and gene 
targeting by tracking the ‘decomposition’ of the trace that occurs at the target 
site. These tools have seen widespread use but their poor limit of detection and 
the lack of depth (no sequences from any individual events) make it another tool 
for cursory analysis. 
Illumina Sequencing 
 Illumina sequencing readily generates massive amounts of data. Genome 
editing outcomes from millions of cells can be analyzed with ease by sequencing 
an amplicon of the target site. Its shortcomings become apparent when designing 
amplicon primers to assess gene targeting outcomes – Illumina reads are 
significantly shorter than standard donor arms used in plants. This results in few 
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to no possible primer sites that will result in sequence from the target site, with 
reads either being unable to reach the target site (sequencing only the homology 
arms) or primers being placed within donor molecules resulting in false positives 
(Figure 2-1A-B).  
Bypassing Size Limitations 
Illumina sequencing’s core technical issue is its initiation from the ends of 
amplicons at primer binding sites added during PCR or via ligation. This results in 
reads beginning outside the donor arms and not spanning target site. A Unique 
Molecular Identifier (UMI) sample preparation and a modified UMI amplicon 
preparation protocol may allow for the placement of the sequencing initiation 
sites within the donor arm, allowing short reads to sequence the target site 
regardless of donor arm size. UMI protocols utilize a PCR with minimal cycles 
using only a single primer, or linear extension, to individually tag starting template 
molecules with a DNA randomer within each primer (5’ 10-14bp random 
sequence) (Figure 2-2A). During thermocycling, the single oligo will bind and 
extend, creating a single-stranded product originating from its binding site (Figure 
2-2B). Each additional cycle will create copies from the starting template, but 
because the single stranded product cannot serve as template for itself, the 
amplification is not exponential. The linear products are purified and further 
amplified with the standard, two oligo approach, wherein 1 oligo binds to a 
sequence tag incorporated in the linear extension oligo and the second oligo 
binds within the linear extension product (Figure 2-2C). This results in 
exponential amplification and the UMNIs allow reads with identical or highly-
similar randomer sequences to be collapsed into a single sequence, minimizing 
bias produced by PCR cycling. The UMI sample preparation allows for one 
primer in the exponential amplification stage to be placed within the donor arm, 
but only if the donor molecule can be completely removed during the purification 
of the linear extension product. Additionally, the linear extension step makes 
each analysis strand-specific, potentially clarifying genome editing outcomes that 
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may be obfuscated by simultaneous amplification of both strands in a standard 
PCR amplification. 
While the UMI preparation allows for the placement of one Illumina 
sequencing initiation site within the donor arm, this results in a small analysis 
window not centered on the target site (Figure 2-2D). This may be remedied by 
adding an additional step that transposes the UMI from the original primer used 
for linear extension to the oligo used in the exponential amplification step via 
circularization (Figure 2-3A-B). The subsequent exponential amplification is 
circularization-specific, with both oligos sitting within the donor arms, allowing for 
the entirety of the paired-end Illumina read to be centered on the target site 
(Figure 3C-D). 
In practice, both the UMI and the UMI-circularization sample preparations 
created levels of technical artifacts that made rare event detection infeasible. 
Linear extension conditions were tested at two loci (one Oryza sativa 
endogenous sequence, PDS, and one transgene, GU:PTII) from untreated 
genomic DNA samples (Figure 2-4). The linear extension was found to require a 
large amount of DNA when using 20 amplification cycles. Next, these protocols 
were tested on Oryza sativa (rice) protoplast samples delivered nucleases and 
donor molecules targeting PDS. The delivered donor molecules contained 
regularly spaced SNPs to enable mechanistic analysis and to identify PCR 
artifacts. Illumina sequencing of the final amplicons derived from either the linear 
extension product or the circularized linear extension product revealed significant 
issues; the linear extension product was unable to be separated from the 
delivered donor molecule using standard cleanup methods resulting in template 
switching (Figure 2-5). This SNP deposition pattern can be attributed to template 
switching because SNP incorporation frequency decreases linearly from the 
primer binding site within the donor. The decrease is linear because the 
polymerase is equally likely to ‘fall off’ the template at any point and only these 
amplicons from which the polymerase has ‘fallen off’ can serve as primers on the 
linear extension product. This was further highlighted by the similar gene 
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targeting frequencies found in both the nuclease and non-nuclease treatment, a 
result known to not be biologically possible in this system (Figure 2-5). The data 
shown is the most severe example found using the UMI-circularization method, 
but the trend was also found at much lower (single digit) yet still debilitating 
frequencies in the UMI-only preparation (data not shown). Steps were taken in 
attempt to make the linear extension purification step more specific and to 
eliminate the donor molecule, but they were not found to be effective, with 
options being limited due to the need to preserve the ssDNA linear extension 
product. These included the use of magnetic beads (non-selective) and 
biotinylation/streptavidin purification of the linear extension oligo. Ultimately, 
these attempts to bypass the size limitations of Illumina sequencing were found 
to be technically challenging and not robust. 
Third Generation Sequencing Techniques 
 Third generation sequencing techniques, Oxford Nanopore and PacBio 
SMRT (single molecule real-time) sequencing, obviate primer placement 
restrictions of Illumina by not limiting read size. Instead they are restricted by 
their read quality and throughput, respectively. Oxford Nanopore reads have 
been steadily increasing in quality for over a decade, but routine applications still 
struggle to exceed 92% accuracy, and the error is exacerbated by homopolymers 
(Laver et al. 2015; Jain et al. 2018). This necessitates analyses not dependent 
upon precise alignments or detection of gene targeting by a straightforward 
search for the sequence of interest. PacBio SMRT sequencing can generate 
high-quality, long sequences but is hamstrung by its per-read cost and variable 
read quality that decreases with amplicon size. This technique has been used to 
analyze gene targeting outcomes, and perhaps in the near future, wider adoption 
will decrease costs and increase accessibility such that it becomes a standard 
method for assessment of gene targeting outcomes (Hendel et al. 2014).    
Conclusions  
 Given the strict parameters of a plant gene targeting optimization platform 
and issues with detection methods outlined here, third generation sequencing 
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techniques are the most promising option for developing a broadly-applicable 
platform for dissection and optimization of gene targeting in plants. Current off-
the-shelf tools (both sequencing and bioinformatics) are sufficient for assessing 
genome editing outcomes with PacBio SMRT sequencing, but experiments are 
costly and low throughput, placing them out of reach of many labs. The 
significantly lower per-sequence cost and trivial overhead of Oxford Nanopore 
makes it ideal for the plant research community, but the lack of bioinformatic 
tools to parse desirable outcomes from the platform’s significant noise hinder its 
application. This has created an opportunity for the development of a 
bioinformatic pipeline, allowing for the rapid assessment of plant genome editing 
outcomes and optimization of gene targeting strategies using a broadly 
applicable platform. 
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Methods 
Vector Construction: GUS repair control vectors (pLSLZ.D) were constructed 
as previously described. An sgRNA (‘R2’) targeting the gu:ptii target region was 
cloned into pTC213 using oligos oPAA394 
(GTACGCGTCCCGGGTCGCTACCTT) and oPAA395 
(AACAAGGTAGCGACCCGGGACGC) create pPA205 as previously described. 
Donor molecules of varying arm length (1kb, 250bp, 50bp) were PCR amplified 
from pLSLZ.D Cas9 and cloned via Gibson assembly into pTC214 after gel 
purification of the BaeI-digested backbone resulting in pPA206, pPA209, and 
pPA210 respectively. These donor plasmids were then each combined with 
pMODA0101, pPA205, and pTRANS_101 via Golden Gate assembly (Tomas 
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2017). This resulted in pPA216, pPA219, and pPA220, which all contained 
35s:Cas9, AtU6:R2, and one donor molecule (1kb, 250bp, and 50bp donor arms, 
respectively). 
Plant Material: Nicotiana tabacum var Xanthi encoding a broken GUS reporter 
transgene were grown at 22 celcius, in 16 hour/8 hour light/dark cycle (Wright et 
al. 2005). True leaves were used for leaf infiltrations, each leaf being infiltrated 
with the experimental treatment on one half and the control plasmid (pLSLZ.D) 
(Baltes 2015) on the second half (infiltration zones separated by midrib vein).  
Nicotiana tabacum var Xanthi and Oryzae sativa protoplasts were grown, 
isolated, and PEG-transformed as previously described (Wright et al. 2005; Shan 
et al. 2013). 
UMI Preparations: Linear extensions were performed using KapaHiFi HotStart 
polymerase. Genomic DNA input concentrations were measured using a 
Nanodrop. Cycling conditions followed manufacturer specifications with the 
exception of linear extension, which all utilized 20 cycles. Purifications performed 
on completed linear extension product included QIAquick PCR Purification Kit 
(catalog 28106 Qiagen), Agilent AMPure XP Beads (catalog A63880 Beckman 
Coulter), and, when using biotinylated oligos (Integrated DNA Technologies) 
streptavidin beads (catalog S1420S New England Biolabs).  
Circularizations were performed using both a blunt-end approach and an 
adapter-mediated overhang ligation following restriction enzyme treatment. After 
purification a two cycle PCR was performed to create dsDNA for downstream 
circularization via ligation. In one case, oligos containing adapters with restriction 
enzyme sites that created sticky overhangs after incubation with a restriction 
enzyme after cycling. These products were again purified and treated with NEB 
Quick Ligase per the manufacturer’s instructions. This ligation product was used 
as a PCR template using KapaHiFi Hot Start using circularization primers that 
contained Illumina sequencing adapters.  
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Illumina Sequencing: Illumina Sequencing was performed by GeneWiz using 
their AmpliconEZ service. 
Bioinformatic Analysis: Illumina reads were analyzed using an early version of 








Figure 2-1 Limitations of paired-end Illumina sequencing when analyzing 
plant gene targeting experiments. (A) Schematic of amplicon elements. UMI is 
a unique molecular identifier, primer homology refers to the portion of the primer 
that binds a targeted sequence, and spacer refers to a region between primer 
binding sites and donor homology region to minimize template switching. LHA and 
RHA are left homology arm and right homology arm, respectively, designating the 
donor homology regions relative to the target site. Targeted insertion is the gene 
targeting cargo being copied into the target site via homologous recombination. 
(B) Illumina paired-end sequencing of gene targeting amplicons. Illumina read 1 
and 2 initiate from the ends of the amplicon, sequencing towards the center. The 
table displays the approximate size of each of the amplicon elements that must be 
sequenced except the homology arm and insertion. These values can be used to 
estimate the upper size limit of insertions and donor arms that can still be 
accommodated. For example, 2x300 (600 starting bases) sequencing leaves 346 
bases remaining for the homology arms and donor insertion, heavily restricting 





Figure 2-2 UMI sample preparation may bypass Illumina size restrictions. (A) 
Linear extension step. A single oligo containing a UMI (typically a 14bp randomer 
sequence) and a linker for downstream amplification is used to create ssDNA 
copies of the target region by thermocycling. (B) Purified linear extension products 
are selectively amplified using a primer specific to the initial linear extension oligo 
linker region. The second oligo is placed within the donor homology region 
ensuring the NGS read spans the target site and any expected modification. (C) 
Double-stranded amplicons are prepared for sequencing using standard Illumina 
pipelines. (D) Amplicon sequencing resulting from this strategy is deduplicated 








Figure 2-3 UMI circularization strategy enables paired reads to sequence 
across target site. (A) Amplicon prepared as in Figure 2b, but instead of the 
standard 30-40 amplification cycles are used to convert the single stranded 
extension product to a double-stranded product. Additionally, these oligos 
contain linker regions with unique restriction enzyme sites that will create 
compatible sticky ends when digested. (B) Double-stranded product is 
circularized by sequential digest and ligation. (C) Circularization-specific primers 
are used to selectively amplify circularized product. This step transposes the UMI 
from its initial position to the other end of the amplicon and allows for the second 
oligo to be placed anywhere within the donor arm. (C) Amplicon product is 











Figure 2-4 Optimization of linear extension conditions. Two targets (PDS in 
rice, GUP:TII transgene in Nicotiana tabacum) were amplified using the UMI 
sample preparation (Figure 2-4). F and R refer to forward and reverse strands (or 
Watson and Crick); each linear extension and subsequent analysis is strand-
specific. The process was found to require significant quantities of genomic 
















Figure 2-5 PANGEA analysis reveals rampant donor template switching in 
UMI circularization preparation. The Watson and Crick strands of the target 
region were separately analyzed in donor alone and donor plus nuclease (Cas9) 
treatments. Both were found to have nearly identical gene targeting frequencies 
and SNP deposition patterns. In this context, a nuclease treatment is expected to 
increase gene targeting by several orders of magnitude. Additionally, the reversal 
of the SNP deposition pattern upon analysis of the opposite strand heavily 
suggests template switching, facilitated by the binding of the donor region primer 
(Figure 2-2B) to donor molecules contaminating the genomic DNA sample and 
linear extension product even after purification. The directionality and decreasing 
frequency of SNPs is also consistent with this interpretation, as the template 
switching event is due to incomplete polymerase procession. 
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Preface 
Plant gene targeting outcomes are often to molecularly analyze due to 
residual editing reagents interfering with PCR. These limitations can be 
overcome by third generation sequencing, PacBio and Oxford Nanopore 
Sequencing (ONS), by sequencing large amplicons whose primers sit far outside 
the donor molecule. PacBio sequencing has been applied to analyze genome 
editing outcomes in several contexts, but it lacks ONS's ease to run highly 
multiplexed samples and low overhead. A minimal ONS experiment may be 
performed in under a day and for less than 250 USD, generating sufficient reads 
to quantify genome editing outcomes in dozens of samples. Despite this ease of 
access and speed, bioinformatic pipelines built to analyze ONS data from 
genome editing experiments do not exist. Here we describe a Phased Analysis of 
Gene Edited Amplicons, or PANGEA, a python-based bioinformatics analysis 
tool with a PYQT5-based GUI for quantifying genome editing outcomes and 





Oxford Nanopore Sequencing (ONS) is an emerging sequencing method 
with unique properties. Its low overhead, rapid turnaround time, and lack of read 
size restrictions make it a highly-flexible and accessible tool (Slatko, Gardner, 
and Ausubel 2018). This power brings with it a variable and context-dependent 
error rate that ranges from 8% to over 50% at some homopolymer sequences 
(Jain et al. 2018). A bioinformatic pipeline capable of accommodating this error 
rate would be highly valuable, allowing for rapid and cost-effective analysis of 
genome editing outcomes regardless of amplicon size. Here we present one 
such tool, PANGEA (Phased ANalysis of Gene Edited Amplicons), a Python-
based program capable of quantifying genome editing outcomes as well as 
performing other analysis dependent upon long, phased reads produced by ONS 
(Figure 3-1A-B). Samples analyzed here were produced for previous work, and 
genomic DNA from these samples was generously provided by the Moriarity lab 
(Pomeroy et al. 2020). 
Estimating targeted mutagenesis with PANGEA  
PANGEA uses background subtraction to monitor and reduce the impact 
of sequencing error on estimates of targeted mutagenesis frequency from 
amplicons. This requires sequencing negative control amplicons (typically no 
nuclease) in parallel with the experimental sample (same library preparation and 
flow cell). PANGEA additionally requires the target reference sequence, nuclease 
target site, and donor molecule sequence. Experimental samples and a negative 
control sample are aligned to the reference using Minimap2, creating a SAM file 
whose CIGAR strings (Concise Idiosyncratic Gapped Alignment Report), a 
compact format encoding a read’s sequence relative to a reference, are 
translated into a Pandas dataframe (H. Li 2018, 2).  The dataframe consists of all 
mutations relative to the reference sequence (insertions, deletions, and single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)) within a window of the target specified by the 
user. The mutation frequencies found within the same window in the control 
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sample are treated as the background error created during ONS and used in 
downstream processing. 
The consistent nature of the error allows its subtraction from a control 
sample on a mutation-specific basis (Figure 3-2A-F). Mutation-specific 
subtraction allows for treatment-specific mutations to stand out more clearly 
(Figure 3-2D, 3-2F). One outcome of subtraction can be negative values for 
mutation frequency. This can be interpreted as both the error in the 
measurements and, when mutations at the target site in a nuclease-treated 
sample are particularly high, the loss of the WT sequence that was predisposed 
to a specific erroneous reading (homopolymers are ideal substrates for deletions 
created by microhomology-mediated end joining and also ONS error). For 
example, consider a homopolymer sequence at the target site containing an error 
in 50% of amplicons; if 25% of these homopolymers are disrupted by the 
nuclease treatment by a 1bp insertion, the amount of background will appear to 
have been reduced, but instead the prevalence of the error-prone sequence itself 
was reduced prior to sequencing, resulting in a negative mutation frequency for 
that particular background mutation. A more sophisticated background 
subtraction technique may be needed to precisely resolve this issue. 
‘Fuzzy’ Gene Targeting Search 
 PANGEA’s primary purpose is the quantification and analysis of reads 
containing gene targeting events. A key aspect of PANGEA is its accommodation 
of sequencing error – how can a specific mutation at an exact position be 
detected if all reads can be expected to contain numerous sequencing errors? 
This makes searching for an exact sequence at an exact position ineffective and 
requires flexible search parameters. To this end, when searching for small gene 
targeting insertions, PANGEA accommodates sequencing errors that may alter 
the nucleotide sequence, size, and position of insertion by performing a ‘fuzzy’ 
search. This utilizes two ‘fuzz’ parameters – Levenshtein distance and position 
variance. In the context of nucleotides, Levenstein distance is the minimum 
number of alterations that can change one sequence into another via base 
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changes, insertions, or deletions (e.g. AATCG is 2 units diverged from ATCC, 
one deletion and one base change). Position variance is the variance in the 
alignment position of the gene targeting modification; errors at the junction of the 
gene targeting event and endogenous sequence may shift the alignment one or 
more bases.  
The stochastic and context-dependent nature of sequencing error makes it 
difficult to predict error patterns a priori, and therefore the maximum amount of 
Levenshtein distance and position variance that may be accommodated without 
creating false-positives should be empirically tested. To facilitate this, PANGEA 
tests a matrix of fuzz parameters, repeatedly searching a nuclease only (non-
donor) sample for gene targeting events with each combination (empirical_fuzz). 
The search ceases when gene targeting levels are found to have increased 
beyond an input threshold (default 0.01%). The output is a matrix of Levenshtein 
and sequence distances and their associated gene targeting frequency, allowing 
for the user to select the proper level of the fuzz parameters for analysis of their 
samples. The recommended fuzz levels for use on experimental samples are 
those with at most 0-2 gene targeting events or less than 0.01% gene targeting, 
keeping the Levenshtein distance below 50% of the insertions size (<9 if 18bp 
insertion) and the sequence distance to below 5 if examining targeted insertions. 
The empirical fuzz output will likely show values exceeding these without 
background, but these conservative recommendations are generous for all but 
the most error-prone targeted insertions (e.g. long homopolymer strings). This 
empirical fuzz test may be repeated on experimental samples containing donors, 
in this case a sharp increase in gene targeting events is expected as fuzz 
parameters initially increase (particularly the Levenshtein distance), which 
plateaus until they begin increasing again – the desirable settings are the 
smallest values at the first plateau. The second increase is expected to be the 
same fuzz parameters that result in detection of gene targeting events in the 
nuclease-only control. Settings should be such that minimal false positives will 
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occur in samples containing donors, establishing a sound baseline to which 
optimization experiments can be compared. 
One alternative method is recommended for finding target insertions over 
~50bp (tested on 1.4kb insertions) searches for mutations at or near the target 
site above an input size threshold (~80-90% of expected size). Insertions of that 
size are mapped to the donor insertion. Those that successfully align and pass a 
similarity threshold (percentage similarity or alignment score) count as gene 
targeting events. Targeted deletions are detected in a similar manner, although 
this depends upon the user to deliver a donor with insertions larger or somehow 
distinct from those created by NHEJ/MMEJ deletions. Deletions above an input 
size threshold and within an input range of the target site are counted as gene 
targeting events.  
Mechanistic Analysis 
Phased analysis is made possible by SAM file processing; mutation 
information is stored on a per-read basis. This allows reads containing gene 
targeting events to be searched for associated mutations and for those gene 
targeting-associated mutations can be compared to unmodified reads. Three 
experimental contexts for which this is relevant will be addressed here – 
mechanistic analysis using SNP-laden donor arms, gene conversion 
experiments, and detecting PCR template switching.  
Historically, mechanisms of non-meiotic gene targeting and homologous 
recombination have been addressed by tracking the deposition of SNPs copied 
from a donor molecule into the genome (Szostak et al. 1983; Heyer, Ehmsen, 
and Liu 2010; Symington and Gautier 2011; Kan et al. 2014). This has been 
performed in yeast and mammalian cells by delivering a SNP-laden donor which, 
upon precise insertion into the genome, results in antibiotic resistance, enabling 
clonal propagation and analysis of edited cells. In these experiments, distinct 
SNP patterns are attributed to distinct mechanisms of recombination, with 
bidirectional incorporation of SNPs indicating a traditional double Holliday 
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junction intermediate pathway and unidirectional incorporation indicating 
synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA). More recent studies have 
implicated other pathways (primarily single-strand assimilation) and suggested 
that an SDSA mechanism may still incorporate SNPs bidirectionally due to 
limited 3’ resection (Kan and Hendrickson 2019). In plants, mechanistic analysis 
has been performed over nearly three decades, but with few conclusive results 
(H. Puchta, Dujon, and Hohn 1996; Holger Puchta 1998; Lieberman-Lazarovich 
et al. 2013; Schmidt, Pacher, and Puchta 2019a). Careful observation of SNP 
deposition patterns from many gene targeting events can determine the 
underlying mechanisms, but with the caveat that those SNP-containing events 
will be at a much lower frequency than perfect homology would otherwise 
produce (Opperman, Emmanuel, and Levy 2004; Emmanuel, Yehuda, Melamed-
Bessudo, et al. 2006; L. Li, Jean, and Belzile 2006; Gonzalez and Spampinato 
2020). 
PANGEA can be used to analyze SNP deposition patterns; a user may 
input the donor molecule sequence that encodes SNPs of interest. These SNP 
positions are tracked in both unmodified and gene targeting-positive reads and 
extracted for further analysis. When investigating mechanism, the outermost 
SNPs (the furthest extent of copying) are most relevant, but the interior SNPs 
can be used to infer if the outermost SNP is a sequencing error. This is due to 
proposed copying mechanisms being continuous, making single gaps in a string 
of SNPs probable sequencing error and, conversely, any lone SNPs probable 
sequencing error as well. These assumptions allow for a simple, conservative 
approach to removing spurious outmost SNP that may confound results – any 
outmost SNP with four consecutive WT inner SNPs are ignored (see Chapter 4). 
This same SNP analysis can be used to track both gene conversion and PCR 
template switching (see Chapter 2). In both cases the noise reduction serves to 
draw attention to reads containing a substantial range of copied information. 
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Examining the Origin of Nuclease-induced Insertions 
Another question surrounding genome editing is the frequency and nature 
of insertions at a nuclease target site other than the desired outcomes. Long-
read sequencing gives a much greater opportunity to examine these events due 
to larger amplicons sizes accommodating a larger size range of insertions 
without them being lost during PCR cycling. To address this using PANGEA, a 
user may input a range surrounding the target site and a minimum size to 
examine insertions that meet those criteria. An additional input for this analysis is 
an ordered list of sequences that are potential origins for the target site, 
beginning with the delivered genome editing reagents (donor molecule (if 
applicable), reagents maps) and other relevant sequences (target site, broad 
target region, etc.). Insertions matching the specified criteria will be aligned to the 
first sequence in the ordered list. Any mapped sequences will be subtracted from 
the population of insertions and designated as originating from that sequence. 
The remaining insertions will then be mapped to the second sequence in the 
ordered list, with those mapping again being removed from the population of 
insertions and designated as originating from the second sequence. This will 
continue until the ordered list has been exhausted and will result in FASTA files 
corresponding to each origin containing the relevant reads and one additional 
FASTA file containing the remaining unmapped sequences that may be further 
analyzed. Relative and absolute prevalence of the insertions may be visualized in 
multiple way and gives a broad view of the nature of insertions found at the target 
site (Figure 3-3A-C). 
Conclusions 
 PANGEA enables the analysis of genome editing experiments using ONS. 
For many labs, this would enable analysis of large experiments in 1-2 days with 
only a few thousand dollars of capital investment, a fraction of the cost of minimal 
Illumina or PacBio setups. ONS long reads allows for additional analyses 
requiring long, phased reads, particularly the ability to find large gene targeting 
insertions, particularly the discovery and classification of unexpected insertions at 
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the target site and tracking SNP deposition patterns for mechanistic analysis. 
The error-prone nature of ONS was found to be minimally impactful – 
conservative filters and background subtraction decreased the impact of 
sequencing error on frequencies of targeted mutagenesis and gene targeting. 
PANGEA makes it possible to perform and deeply analyze genome editing 
experiments with extreme speed and low cost. 
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Figure 3-1 Flowcharts depicting PANGEA data processing. (A) Left – Initial 
analysis of control sample and inputs necessary for background subtraction and 
fuzz parameter determination. Fastqs from a control sample are aligned to the 
target using minimap2. All variants in the resulting SAM file are extracted and the 
frequency of all individual mutations at all positions are recorded. This serves as 
the background frequencies for subtraction. Right – Donor sequences are 
aligned to the target and all mutations are recorded. The largest insertion is 
assumed to be the desired gene targeting modification and the target site is 
assumed to be its point of insertion unless otherwise specified in the user 
settings. This gene targeting event is then searched for in all the control variants 
using a variety of fuzz parameters. The resulting gene targeting frequencies are 
output as a csv and may be readily visualized as needed. (B) Analysis of 
experimental samples. Each sample is aligned to the target using minimap2 and 
variants are extracted from the SAM file into a readily iterable format. Left – 
reads are examined for presence of gene targeting events using the fuzz 
parameters determined previously (orange boxes). SNPs matching those found 
in the donor are extracted from all reads. Reads are separated into GT and non-
GT reads. SNP patterns may be clarified using the approach discussed in the 
text. SNP patterns for GT and non-GT reads are graphed for all samples. Middle 
– All mutations at the target site (default a 7bp region with the predicted cut base 
at the center) are recorded and the background frequency of each mutation is 
subtracted by its frequency in a control sample (green) to determine the 
frequency of targeted mutagenesis. Right – All insertions at the target site above 
an input threshold size (default 10bp) are extracted and sequentially mapped to 


































Figure 3-2 Background subtraction approach highlights nuclease 
treatment-specific modification. Frequency and distribution of insertions, 
deletions, SNPs, and gene targeting events in PANGEA-analyzed amplicons 
from cells delivered either a non-nuclease control or GT reagents inserting a 
CD16 sequence at the target site. CD16-labeled samples include a nuclease and 
donor molecule. (A) Non-nuclease treatment, showing the variability of nanopore 
sequencing error. (B) Cells treated with gene targeting reagents (C) Frequencies 
in A after subtraction from another negative control sample prepared in parallel. 
(D) Frequencies in B after subtraction from a negative control revealing 
prominent reagent-specific mutations at the target site. (E) Percentage of 
insertions, deletions and gene targeting events at the expected target site for 3 
GT-reagent treated and 3 control samples. (F) As in E but post background 



















Figure 3-3 Vast majority of targeted insertions are of the desired donor 
sequence. Histograms of sizes of targeted insertions found within three samples 
delivered Cas9 and donor molecules. Most targeted insertions above 10bp were 
found to be of the expected donor molecule at approximately the expected size 
(1400bp). In all samples, most small insertions were not found to originate from 
any vector components or sequences nearby the target. (A) Sample 070. (B) 







Analysis of Somatic Plant Gene Targeting Events Using 
Nanopore Sequencing 
 
Paul A.P. Atkins, Maria Elena Gamo, and Daniel F. Voytas. 
 
Preface 
Efficient gene targeting tools have been sought by the plant community for 
nearly 30 years. Despite this, protocols that would allow a researcher to perform 
gene targeting experiments at a non-selectable/screenable target of interest are 
virtually nonexistent (Huang and Puchta 2019). This is largely the result of the 
low throughput of plant gene targeting experiments and the historic reliance on 
gene targeting reporters at biased targets. Here we address these issues by 
performing a target agnostic, molecular analysis of gene targeting outcomes in 
somatic Nicotiana benthamiana using Oxford Nanopore amplicon sequencing. 
Our results reveal the low frequency of somatic plant gene targeting events using 
500bp homology arms, the extreme sensitivity of gene targeting to sequence 
variation in the donor arms, and the small size and patterns of conversion tracks 
copied during somatic homologous recombination. Further, we have established 
a readily scalable framework for optimization and study of gene targeting that 





The ability to precisely modify any sequence within a plant genome would 
massively accelerate basic and applied plant research. Gene Targeting (GT) is 
one prominent method to this end, wherein a genomic sequence is repaired by 
homologous recombination using an engineered donor molecule as a template 
(Thomas and Capecchi 1987). The efficiency of gene targeting has been found to 
be extremely variable between organisms and to be uniformly enhanced by a 
targeted double-strand break (DSB) at the modification site (Hohn and Puchta 
1999). Analysis of plant gene targeting outcomes have been largely restricted to 
phenotypic reporters that utilize a screen or selection to identify positive events 
(Holger Puchta and Fauser 2015). This has prevented the use of gene targeting 
tools for loci of general research interest, restricting it to a handful of endogenous 
targets or entirely synthetic integrated reporters.  
Genome editing outcomes are difficult to measure in the presence of large 
donor molecules, which is the standard in plants. These donors interfere with 
high-throughput molecular analysis methods, particularly Illumina sequencing 
and qPCR-based approaches, due to the inability to place primers within the 
large donor arms. Third generation sequencing techniques allow researchers to 
sequence long amplicons, bypassing size restrictions (Hendel et al. 2014; Canaj 
et al. 2019). Here we utilize Oxford Nanopore Sequencing (ONS) to assess 
genome editing outcomes in plants and develop tools for overcoming its primary 
limitation – sequencing error. 
We found that the error rate of Nanopore sequencing can be largely 
mitigated when estimating frequencies of targeted mutagenesis and finding GT-
positive amplicons. As expected, we found that GT efficiencies were low using 
standard Cas9 reagents and 500bp homology arms and were enhanced when 
the donor molecule and gRNA cassette were replicated by geminiviral replicons 
(GVRs), a ssDNA virus-based bioreactor repurposed for genome editing (Baltes 
et al. 2014).  
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Analysis of conversion tracts is facilitated by a donor with perfect 
homology to only one homologue and imperfect homology to the other. This 
allowed us to monitor gene targeting outcomes at both a perfect and imperfect 
target for each treatment (deliver donor molecule with perfect homology to either 
PDS3.1 or PDS3.2 and sequence both PDS3.1 and PDS3.2). We found 
conversion tract patterns consistent with both synthesis-dependent strand 
annealing (SDSA) and double Holliday junction (dHJ) mechanisms and that 
repair using a donor with divergent sequence is severely reduced, as previously 
reported (Opperman, Emmanuel, and Levy 2004; Emmanuel, Yehuda, Melamed‐
Bessudo, et al. 2006, 2; Gonzalez and Spampinato 2020). Additionally, we found 
that most gene targeting events captured here utilized short conversion tracts, 
which may have significant implications for future gene targeting optimization. 
Results 
Measuring genome editing outcomes with Nanopore Sequencing requires 
accommodation of its high error. To determine the feasibility of this, T-DNAs 
encoding genome editing reagents were delivered via leaf infiltration to Nicotiana 
benthamiana encoding a 35S-driven Cas9 transgene. These reagents consisted 
of a single gRNA that targets two genomic PDS homologues (hereafter referred 
to as PDS3.1 and PDS3.2), and one of two possible donor molecules. Each 
donor has 500bp homology arms designed to insert an 18bp sequence precisely 
at the gRNA cut site, each possessing perfect homology to either PDS3.1 or 
PDS3.2 (6% sequence divergence, Figure 4-1A). Additionally, a subset of these 
T-DNAs encoded a GVR. 5 days after delivery, DNA was extracted and allele-
specific PCRs were performed on all samples. The resulting 1650bp and 1594bp 
amplicons (PDS3.1 and PDS3.2, respectively) were sequenced by ONS and 
demultiplexed using minibar (Krehenwinkel et al. 2019). The resulting fastq files 
were aligned to their respective templates using minimap2 and assessed for 
insertions, deletions, and SNPs at all positions of the amplicon (Supplemental 
Figure 4-1A-D) (H. Li 2018). The sequencing error rate at the target site (defined 
as 7bp window surrounding the predicted nuclease cut site) ranged between 25 
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and 36% (Supplemental Figure 4-2). We observed that, except at the target site, 
nuclease and non-nuclease treatments possessed a consistent error pattern 
(Supplemental Figure 4-3A-B). Based on this, a subtraction strategy was used to 
estimate frequencies of targeted mutagenesis; mutations found within a non-
nuclease control sample were subtracted from treated samples on a mutation-
specific basis. This facilitated the identification and quantification of nuclease-
specific mutations (Supplemental Figures 4-1E-H and 4-3C-F). This approach 
may result in inaccurate estimates of targeted mutagenesis if nanopore 
sequencing error and genome editing share common events, but these estimates 
may be supplemented by other approaches such as ICE or TIDE for validation at 
new targets. 
 Nanopore sequencing’s high error obscures gene targeting modifications, 
making searches for the exact, desired sequence modification unreliable. To 
address this, we incorporated two ‘fuzz’ parameters into the search for gene 
targeting events to accommodate error: Levenshtein distance and sequence 
distance. Levenshtein distance accommodates base changes from sequencing 
error while sequence distance accommodates changes in alignment position. 
High ‘fuzz’ parameters gave rise to virtually no false positives and values were 
chosen that appeared to maximize the number of gene targeting events while 
maintaining zero false positives in a nuclease only control (Supplemental Figures 
4-4 and 4-5). All further analyses utilize error-corrected frequencies of targeted 
mutagenesis and gene targeting events found with the fuzz parameters 
described in the supplemental material.  
Genome editing outcomes were compared at PDS3.1 and PDS3.2 after 
delivery of gRNA and donors with 500bp homology arm via Agroinfiltration to 
Nicotiana benthamiana leaves constitutively expressing Cas9. PDS3.2 showed 
higher efficiencies of targeted mutagenesis compared to PDS3.1 and efficiencies 
at both loci were increased by the GVR (Figure 1B). Gene targeting frequencies 
were not found to be significantly different at the two loci, although sampling was 
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limited (Figure 4-1C). Donors with perfect homology arms containing no 
mutations were significantly more efficient than donors with imperfect homology 
and these differences appear to be exacerbated by the GVR (Figure 4-1D) 
whereas differences in targeted mutagenesis were unaffected (Supplemental 
Figure 4-6). 
Next we examined the impact of a set of donor variants (inverted donor 
and single homology-arm donors) on gene targeting efficiency at PDS3.1 (Figure 
4-1E). Single-arm donors may inform the mechanism by allowing for strand 
invasion from only one direction; a strong bias in repair frequency or differences 
in conversion tracts between single-arm donors would indicate these 
preferences. An inverted donor was delivered to determine if ssDNA produced 
during GVR rolling circle replication (RCR) of GVRs was contributing to its high 
gene targeting frequency. Inverting the donor switches the strand most prevalent 
during RCR, and if a ssDNA template is the preferred GT template, conversion 
tract patterns will invert when the donor is inverted (see below). Single-arm 
donors were found to be extremely inefficient (Figure 4-1E). The inverted donor 
was found to have no impact on the frequency of gene targeting when delivered 
with both standard and GVR T-DNAs, suggesting a dsDNA and not a ssDNA 
substrate is preferred as a GT template (Figure 4-1E). 
Donor-specific SNPs found in gene targeting events copied from imperfect 
donors were tracked at both targets to determine the conversion tracts and 
mechanisms used during gene targeting. To minimize error due to random 
mutations introduced by sequencing, only SNPs with less than three consecutive 
internal non-SNPs were counted (Supplemental Figure 4-7). When these criteria 
are applied to non-GT reads, we see a significant reduction in the background 
resulting from ONS error at all but the most internal SNPs (Supplemental Figure 
4-8). We found that most GT events in all treatments had short (under 100bp) 
conversion tracts (Figure 4-2A-F). GVR treatments tended to have longer 
conversion tracts and more pronounced directional biases, incorporating more 
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distal SNPs from the right homology arm. The inverted donor maintains this 
trend, suggesting its effect on conversion tracts is due to the pleiotropic effects of 
the GVR replicase rather than uneven production of the Watson and Crick 
strands during rolling circle replication. 
In order to draw mechanistic conclusions, SNPs patterns were classified 
as being bidirectional (incorporated SNPs from both sides of target), 
unidirectional (SNPs from one side of target), or having no SNPs detected 
(Figure 4-3). Interestingly, both bidirectional and unidirectional SNP patterns 
were found in all treatments but with high variation within and between 
treatments. This was also performed on non-GT reads in order to observe the 
impact of ONS error on conversion tract patterns. Non-GT reads were found to 
have extremely rare conversion tracts consistent with nanopore error and the 
noise reduction methods taken (Supplemental Figure 4-7). The extremely low 
level of bidirectional conversion tracts found due to their low frequency limits our 
interpretation of trends.  
Discussion 
Here we assessed analyzed genome editing outcomes in Nicotiana 
benthamiana leaf tissue with ONS. We found that the high error rate of ONS 
could be accommodated when determining frequencies of both targeted 
mutagenesis and gene targeting. The former was possible because sequencing 
error was largely consistent between amplicons sequenced on the same flow 
cell. This led us to subtract the errors found in the negative control from the 
treatments to reveal treatment-specific mutations. At some targets, error 
subtraction may be confounded when a consistent indel sequencing error (as is 
expected at homopolymers) is shared by a common targeted mutagenesis 
outcome, or alternatively when the common outcome creates a sequence prone 
to error. Overlapping errors between genome editing outcomes and ONS make 
this strategy not ideal for precise comparisons of targeted mutagenesis 
outcomes. Instead, it serves to estimate frequencies and may be improved by a 
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deeper understanding of target-specific error patterns and supplemented by 
other estimation methods (e.g. ICE or TIDE) 
Unlike outcomes of targeted mutagenesis, gene targeting events are 
readily distinguishable from sequencing error with minimal accommodation. For 
the small (18bp) insertions assessed here, we found searching for sequences 
within 6 Levenshtein distance and within 8bp of the expected target base 
resulted in no false positives in nuclease only treatments. 
Gene targeting frequencies were found to be extremely low when 
reagents were delivered on a standard T-DNA and drastically enhanced by the 
GVR at both PDS homologues. This trend did not hold for non-standard (500bp 
homology arm) donors: both the removal of one donor arm and the presence of 
mismatches resulted in low frequencies of gene targeting that were unchanged 
by the addition of the GVR. This lack of improvement may be due to these low 
frequency events being outside the linear dynamic range of PCR or that GVR-
treated cells are particularly sensitive to donor mismatches. In either case, these 
low efficiencies cannot be attributed to variations in delivery or reagent efficiency 
as the frequencies of targeted mutagenesis were consistent within GVR and non-
GVR treatment groups. These results highlight the technical challenges in 
molecular characterization of somatic plant gene targeting events. 
Conversion tract analysis revealed a combination of unidirectional and 
bidirectional repair events in all gene targeting treatments, suggesting repair by 
both SDSA and dHJ pathways. The high variance in these patterns may be due 
to their low frequency and the subsequent poor sampling of the events, but the 
variety of outcomes and the pooling of 3 independent amplifications for each 
sample suggest the results may be biologically relevant. 
These data demonstrate a high-throughput nanopore-based pipeline for 
assessing genome editing efficiencies not restricted by reagent design that may 
be applied to virtually any target. We found plant gene targeting frequencies to 
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be extremely low and greatly increased by GVRs, and that GT occurred using a 
combination of dHJ and SDSA pathways. This work serves as a blueprint for 
future high-throughput gene targeting experiments in any organism using ONS. 
Materials and Methods 
Vector Construction: T-DNA plasmids were constructed using a previously 
published Golden Gate system for plant genome engineering. Intermediate 
vectors and amplicons used to create the final T-DNA vectors are listed in 
Supplemental Tables 1 and 2. PDS gRNA golden gate construct described 
previously (Maher et al. 2020). PCR templates encoding PDS3.1 and PDS3.1 
donor molecules were synthesized by Twist Bioscience. 
Plant Material: Nicotiana benthamiana encoding a transgene expressing Cas9 
under the 35S promoter has been previously described. These plants were 
grown at 24C and 60% humidity, 16h/8h day/night cycle in a Conviron growth 
chamber. Plants were selected for infiltration after 4-5 weeks of growth. 
Leaf Infiltration and DNA Isolation: GV3101 Agrobacterium were transformed 
via freeze thaw method and delivered to true leaves via leaf infiltration as 
previously described.(Baltes et al. 2014) DNA was extracted from infiltrated 
plants 5 days post infiltration using a modified, plate-based CTAB method.(Cody, 
Graham, and Birchler 2017) 
PCR Amplification of Genome Editing Outcomes: Primers and barcodes used 
for PCR amplification of PDS3.1 and PDS3.2 are described in Table 3. 
Amplifications were performed using PrimeStar GXL Polymerase using the 
manufacturer’s guidelines. 3 25ul PCRs were performed for each sample at both 
PDS3.1 and PDS3.2. Approximately 2ul of each sample was examined on an 
agarose gel to verify successful amplification. The 3 PCR replicates were then 
pooled and purified using a single Qiagen PCR Purification Kit. DNA 




Nanopore Library Preparation and Sequencing: Sample amplicon pool 
underwent library preparation using a SQK-LSK109 Oxford Nanopore Ligation 
Sequencing Kit, which was performed using the manufacturers specifications 
using the Short Fragment Buffer (SFB) protocol variant. The completed library 
was sequenced using a R9.4.1 MinION flow cell on a MinION device according to 
the manufacturer’s specifications. 
Basecalling, Demultiplexing, and additional bioinformatics: Fast5 files were 
converted to nucleotide base calls using Oxford Nanopore’s Guppy Basecalling 
Software, version 3.3.3+fa743a6 using an RTX2080 TI and Ubuntu 18.04. The 
resulting fastq files were demultiplexed using Minibar.(Krehenwinkel et al. 2019) 
Additional bioinformatics were performed using Python 3.7 and graphed using 
Seaborn (https://seaborn.pydata.org/) and pandas (https://pandas.pydata.org/). 
Code used for analysis of genome editing outcomes in nanopore reads can be 
found at https://github.com/atkin265/PANGEA. 
Author Contributions 
PAPA and DFV conceived and planned the research. PAPA wrote the text, 
developed the bioinformatic tools, carried out the analysis, and performed 







Figure 4-1 Schematic and outcomes assessed via ONS for genome editing 
experiments at Nicotiana Benthamiana PDS3.1 and PDS3.2. (A) Schematic of 
target sites and donors. A gRNA targeting two PDS homologues in Benthi is 
delivered with a single donor molecule encoding perfect homology to either 
PDS3.1 or PDS3.2. 5 days post-delivery, genomic DNA is isolated and 
homologue-specific PCRs are performed to analyze editing outcomes at both 
loci. (B) Adjusted targeted mutagenesis frequency at two PDS homologues. The 
GVR impacted mutagenesis frequencies at both homologues, with higher overall 
mutagenesis was observed at PDS3.2. (C) Gene targeting frequency at two PDS 
homologues is enhanced by the GVR, but only when using a perfectly 
homologous donor. Perfect donor homology is repair in treatments when the 
matching donor is delivered (PDS3.1 GT repair with PDS3.1 donor) and 
imperfect donor homology is repair with the homologue donor (PDS3.1 GT repair 
with PDS3.2 donor, and vice versa). Frequencies are low for all but the standard 
donor delivered with the GVR. Imperfect donor GT frequencies were not 
enhanced by the presence of the GVR. (D) Ratio of GT events between perfect 
and imperfect donors within individual treatments. Perfect and imperfect donors 
as described in 1C. (E) Left Panel: GT frequency using donor variants with 
perfect homology (PDS3.1 and PD3.2 data combined). Right Panel: As in left 








Figure 4-2 Conversion tract patterns extracted from GT reads after noise 
reduction measures. (A) Conversion tract patterns at PDS3.1 from sample 
treated with gRNA and PDS3.2 donor taken from GT-positive reads. 265 events 
(0.27% GT). (B) As in A, but donor and gRNA were delivered using a GVR. 185 
events (0.18% GT). (C) As in A, but with the target and donor reversed. 92 
events (0.08% GT). (D) As in C, but reagents delivered using a GVR. 52 events 
(0.05%). (E) As in C, but the donor is in the opposite orientation within the vector 
(identical donor sequence). 40 events (0.05%). (F) As in E, but the donor and 






Figure 4-3 Conversion tract patterns from GT events grouped by 
directionality. ‘None’ indicates no conversion tracts present within that 
amplicon. Left Panel: GT SNP patterns collected at PDS3.2 when delivered the 
divergent PDS3.1 donor. Right Panel GT SNP patterns collected at PDS3.1 















Supplemental Figure 4-1 All mutations at all positions found in ONS 
amplicon reads. A-B) Two replicates of gRNA and donor treated sample. C-D) 
Two replicates of donor-only control sample. E-F) Samples as in A-B with 
mutations from D subtracted to show presence of nuclease-specific mutations. 
(G) Mutations in a donor-only control (C) after subtraction of mutations from a 
second donor-only control (D), demonstrating low level of background post-
subtraction. (H) Donor-only control with all non-GT mutations from itself 













Supplemental Figure 4-2 Mutations at both targets for all treatments before 
and after error subtraction. Raw frequencies (blue) correspond to those without 
any processing and sub frequencies correspond the frequencies after subtraction 
on a per-mutation basis from sample 1204 (non-nuclease control). T-DNA details 






Supplemental Figure 4-3. Mutation profiles at target site gathered by 
Nanopore sequencing. (A) Frequency of individual mutations at target site 
above 0.5% at PDS31 following treatment with donor alone control (1204) and 
donor alone plus GVR control (1205). Single numbers (1/2) indicate deletions of 
that size, letters indicate an insertion (C, (G), and letters followed by SNP 
indicate a SNP (C SNP, G SNP) at a position within the target region. (B) As in A, 
but at PDS3.2. (C) Mutations found at each specific position relative to the target 
site at PDS3.1 with the same treatments found in A. Deletions (blue), SNPs (tan), 
and insertions (green) and their relative frequency at each positition. (D) As in C, 
but at PDS3.2. (E) As in C-D, but a nuclease + donor treatment. Left Panel: 
Frequencies prior to error subtraction (raw). Right Panel: frequencies post 
subtraction (sub). Threshold of 0.5% applied after error subtraction. (F) As in E, 




Supplemental Figure 4-4 Fuzz testing output for negative control. Frequency 
of GT (z-axis) found in donor-only treatment (1204) with given ‘fuzz’ parameters 




Supplemental Figure 4-5 Fuzz testing output for gene targeting sample. 
Frequency of GT (z-axis) found in nuclease and donor treatment (1176) with 







Supplemental Figure 4-6 Targeted mutagenesis frequency is consistent 
between treatments. Treatments with perfect donor homology (left panel) have 
consistent frequencies of targeted mutagenesis when T-DNA type (standard or 
GVR) is taken into consideration, regardless of the type of donor delivere. The 












Supplemental Figure 4-7 Non-GT SNP patterns and are due to sequencing 
error and readily subtracted. (A) 20 most common SNP patterns at PDS3.1 
and their count in non-GT reads in a sample delivered gRNA and donor. (B) 
Conversion tracks from panel A visualized when using the outermost SNP to 
designate the conversion tracts end. (C) Conversion tracks from panel A 
visualized when ignoring SNPs that have three or more consecutive internal 














Supplemental Figure 4-8 GT-specific SNP patterns are consistent with 
known GT mechanisms. (A) 20 most common SNP patterns and their count in 
GT reads in a sample delivered gRNA and donor. (B) Conversion tracks from 
panel A visualized when using the outermost SNP to designate the conversion 
tracts end. Contrast with main figure 4-3B, which is derived from the same 













T-DNA Used in Study Description
pPPA1176 PDS gRNA and PDS3.1 Donor pTRANS_220d pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 1
pPPA1177 PDS gRNA and PDS3.1 Donor and GVR pTRANS_221 pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 1
pPPA1178 PDS gRNA and PDS3.2 Donor pTRANS_220d pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 2
pPPA1179 PDS gRNA and PDS3.2 Donor and GVR pTRANS_221 pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 2
pPPA1188 PDS gRNA and Inverted PDS3.1 Donor pTRANS_220d pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 3
pPPA1189 PDS gRNA and Inverted PDS3.1 Donor and GVR pTRANS_221 pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 3
pPPA1192 PDS gRNA and Left Arm Only PDS3.1 Donor pTRANS_220d pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 4
pPPA1193 PDS gRNA and Left Arm Only PDS3.1 Donor and GVR pTRANS_221 pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 4
pPPA1194 PDS gRNA and Right Arm Only PDS3.1 Donor pTRANS_220d pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 5
pPPA1195 PDS gRNA and Right Arm Only PDS3.1 Donor and GVR pTRANS_221 pMOD_A0000d pMM100 Cloning PCR Amplicon 5
pPPA1204 PDS3.1 Donor pTRANS_220d pMOD_A0000d pMOD_B0000d Cloning PCR Amplicon 1
pPPA1205 PDS3.1 Donor and GVR pTRANS_221 pMOD_A0000d pMOD_B0000d Cloning PCR Amplicon 1






Supplemental Table 4-2. Cloning PCR Amplicons and their templates and primers. 
 
  
Amplicon Template Primer 1 Primer 2
Cloning PCR Amplicon 1 Synthesized PDS3.1  Fragment GCGCCCACCTGCAACGCCGGGATTTTGGTTTCTTTGGTTA TTCATCACCTGCTAGTCACTCAAACTAGTTTTCAAACCGC
Cloning PCR Amplicon 2 Synthesized PDS3.2  Fragment GCGCCCACCTGCAACGCCGGATTTTGGTTTCTTTGGTTAC TTCATCACCTGCTAGTCACTAATAGCTCAAAACAAACTAA
Cloning PCR Amplicon 3 Synthesized PDS3.1  Fragment TTCATCACCTGCTAGTCACTGATTTTGGTTTCTTTGGTTA GCGCCCACCTGCAACGCCGGCAAACTAGTTTTCAAACCGC
Cloning PCR Amplicon 4 Synthesized PDS3.1  Fragment GCGCCCACCTGCAACGCCGGGATTTTGGTTTCTTTGGTTA TTCATCACCTGCTAGTCACTATTGGACAGACCATGGATGG




Supplemental Table 4-3. Barcoded oligos used for PDS3.1 and PDS3.2 to 
enable multiplexing up to 36 samples for each target. Names indicate the 
target (PDS3.1 or PDS3.2), the directionality (Forward or Reverse), and which 
barcode (1-6). Each forward and reverse primer for each target has a unique 





























































Conclusions and Future Directions 
Conclusions 
The study of plant gene targeting has long been fragmented by technical 
idiosyncrasies between species and research groups. Distinct combinations of 
techniques prevent clear communication of results, resulting in numerous 
technical islands. Here I developed a novel approach using Oxford Nanopore 
Sequencing (ONS) to quantify gene targeting at any conceivable genomic target.  
The low cost, rapid turnaround, and high throughput of this approach make it 
ideal for quantification of plant genome editing outcomes across species and 
technical barriers. This required the creation of a bioinformatic pipeline capable 
of quantifying genome editing outcomes and overcoming the principle 
shortcoming of ONS – sequencing error (Chapter 3). Using this pipeline, I 
observed the significant impact of geminiviral replicons and imperfect donor 
homology arms on gene targeting frequencies while collecting hundreds of 
conversion tracts from gene targeting events, garnering mechanistic insights 
(Chapter 4). This work establishes a framework from which gene targeting in any 
organism may be robustly dissected at the molecular level at an unprecedented 
pace.  
Future Directions 
Establishing an Oxford Nanopore-based gene targeting (GT) analysis pipeline 
removes several impediments to the optimization of plant gene targeting.  This 
will facilitate the analysis of key parameters on gene targeting frequency, 
particularly the type DNA damage used to initiate GT and donor molecule 
properties.  Nuclease cut types may significantly alter DNA repair outcomes, 
therefore Cas9 (blunt cutting), Cas12a (creates overhangs through staggered 
cuts), and ssDNA nicks using both systems should be compared. Examining 
basic properties of the donor molecule, such as the ideal donor arm size and the 
effect of insertion size on efficiency, are also vital experiments.  Beyond reagent 
81 
 
variants, the epigenetic context of target sites should be examined, specifically 
comparing targets in repressed heterochromatic regions, constitutively activated 
regions, and regions with variable or tissue-specific expression patterns. Finally, 
the addition of a graphic user interface to PANGEA will drastically increase ease 
of use and allow for broad adoption. Together, these insights into reagent and 
target parameters paired with readily usable analysis software will drastically 
reduce the entry barrier into precision plant genome editing and result in 
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